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Abstract 

John von Neumann (1953) has dlscusaed a zero- 
sum two-person game and he has shown how the 
extreme optimal strategies for one of the 
players (the hlder) can be calculated by solving 
a related assignment problem«    We now offer an 
alternative treatment of the problem that Is 
simpler and easily yields optimal strategies 
for both players. 
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THE HIDE AND SEEK GAME OF VON NEUMAHH 

Merrill M.  Flood 

IHTRODUCTION 

John von Neumann (.1953) has discussed a zero-sum two-person game and he has 

shown how the extreme  optimal strategies for one of the players (the hider) 

can be calculated by solving a related assignment problem.    We now offer an 

alternative treatment of the problem that is simpler and easily yields 

optimal strategies for both players. 

THE GAME 

Two players, a hider and a seeker, are given the n   values of a square array 

I Ig,. 11      of positive rational numbers.    The hider chooses a cell (row and 

column indexeo)  and the seeker chooses a line  (row or column index), each in 

Ignorance of the choice made by the other player.    If the seeker chooses  a 

line that includes the cell chosen by the hider then the hider pays the seeker 

the amount for that cell, otherwise he pays 0.    Thus, if the hider chooses 

cell (a,3) he pays g      to the seeker if and only if the seeker chooses row (a) 

or column (ß)  as his line.    This completes  one play of the game. 

STRATEGIES  AND VALUE 
2 2 

The hider has n    pure strategies corresponding to the n    cells.    We let his 

mixed strategy be h ■  (pjJ where Ej. p^ ■ 1, and where p. . denotes the 

probability that he hides in cell (1, j). 
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Th« 0««ker hM 2n purt stratagies corresponding to tb« 2n lines« We let his 

mixed strstigy be s ■ (p., q.), wbere E. (p. ♦ q^ «1, snd where p^ denotes 

the probability that he seeks in row i and q. in column 1* 

The expected ralue of the psyoff from one plsjr of the game, for the seeker, is 

V(h. s) -1^  p^  g^  (P^dj). 

•       •     •      • 
We shall solve the gaae by exhibiting specific values p^., Plt q., V   that 

satisfy the relation} 

1)    Max VCh*, s) - Min V(hl s*) ■ V , 
s h 

• • 
The value of the gams id V , for the seeker, snd -V   for the hlder. ♦ 

ASSIGBMEHT THEORY 

The assignment problem is to find a permutation of the columns of a square 

matrix, whose elements are rational numbers, that minimizes its trace •    Many 

solutions to this problem have been published.    The Hungarian Method of H. W, 

Kuhn (1953)  is the one we favor.    The interested reader can find one version 

of this method in our earlier paper (Flood, 196l).    We shall make use of some 

theoretical properties of this method of solutiwQ, and record them now for 

present purposes. 

We let I - (i^ i2,  ..., ln) and J - (J1, J2 Jn) represent column permuta- 

tions of a square matrix of order n.    Thus, I carries column r into column i 

and J carries  column r into column J   . where the n distinct elements  of I, and 

J, are the first n positive integers.    Therefore, I solves the assignment 

t     The trace of a aquare matrix is the sum of its main diagonal elements. 
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problem with matrix I Ig.. 11  If and only if, for every J, ve hare the relation 

E«*ai     ^11,  +82i   *  ••' + gni    iJ:a8aJ      , a 1 2 n "a 

The Hungarian Method yields a solution permutation I, imd also yields values 

for 2n quantities u.  and T , that satisfy the following relations: 

2) giJ ♦ ^ -Vj i 0, for i, J - 1, 2,  ..., n, 

3) gal    * 
u
a "^    " 0, for a ■ 1, 2,   ..,, n. 

a        '"        a 

HIDE AND SEEK GAME THEORY 

We shall show how optimal strategies h    and s    can be written directly in 

terms of a solution to the assignment problem with matrix | l-l/g. .11. 

We let J denote a solution of this  assignment problem, and rewrite relotions 

2)  and 3)   for this case as follows: 

k)    (-l/g^^-y^O, 

5) (-l/ga. ) ♦ xa -y    - 0    . Ja Ja 

We «LLso define a quantity E by the following relations; 

6) (1/E)   H Ia(1/g      ) . Za{*a.7a)     . 

Finally, we define h    and a    by the following relations; 
• 7) P, aj    5 E/gaj   . all other p^ - 0, 
'a 

8)    Pa iE(Xa.minxi)| ^ = E(njn  x^)     . 

_u 
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Thsorra«      The hid« and s«ek game with matrix | |g 

U1 has  optimal 

itrategiaa h    and a   , aa dafined in U) - 8), and the value of the game to the 

hider ia V* - E. 

Proof«    We note that 

Max V (h*. a) - Mixi:     (E/g . ) g  .    (p   ♦ q, ) " E    • 
»v *°*a ■a lJ, 

Also, using U) and 3)» that 

Max V(h. a  ) - Max 1^  p^ g^  (x, - yj E ^ M^x Z^ p^ E - E. 

« « 
It remains to ahov that h    and s    are mixed strategies.    Obviously, since 

«        « 
g.    > 0, the following quantities are non-negative:    E, p.,, p    .    Since, by 

IJ lj       a 
# 

(b), x. - y, > (1/g..) > 0 it follows immediately that q 2 0. Next, 

» 
CiJ P ij      ■V"0aJ 

i 
r4i  P < i " zJE/e~A   ) " l»    Finally,  Itt (p^.    + q^    )  - E_E(x- - y^)  - a ra a  a 

I E(X ^ ^4 ) ■ !• TbiB completes our proof. We conclude with a simple 

illustrative example. 
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Numerical Example .      We apply these results to solve the following 2x2 

hide and seek game: 

g 
ij 

e 

2     10 
1      2 , and -V'n m 

■1/2    -1/10 
•1        -1/2 

Obviously J ■ (21), since -11/10  < -1, and then clearly 

x - (1/2, l),y » (0, 2/5) satisfy k) and 5). 

Since E ■ 10/31, the non-zero values of p.    are: p 2 ■ 1/11 and p     ■ 10/11. 

Finally, vl   » 0, p2   « 5/11, q^^    = 5/11, and ^ - 1/11.    It is easily verified 

that V(h*, s) » 10/11 and we find that V(h, s*) ■ (10/11) ♦ (2/11) P22 2 10/11. 
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t    Historical Note.    These results were first obtained in late 1955, and 
presented in various lectures.    We recently programmed the procedure (in 
JOVIAL) for the Q-32 time-shared computer at System Development Corporation, 
to provide a demonstration game on this system, because the hide and seek 
game is complex enough to be interesting to players but easily solved on 
the Q-32. 
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